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Love & Hip Hop: New York (Series 6)

12 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. The Crown

Remy Ma makes a triumphant return to the stage after serving 6 and a half years behind bars.
Peter finds himself in a sticky situation with Amina and Tara. Yandy and Mendeecees face an
uncertain future, and a crop of young female rtists battle for the top spot at DJ Self's Cypher.

2. Secrets And Lies

Rich Dollaz welcomes a new lady into his home. Rah Ali and Yandy have difficulties with their
artists. Papoose warns Remy Ma about her wedding planner, and Amina confronts Tara about
Peter's whereabouts, leading to an unlikely family reunion.

3. What's Poppin

Cardi reveals some news to Yorma at MariahLynn's birthday party. Moe seeks advice from Yandy
after questioning Rah managing BBOD. Mendeecees prepares to head to his sentencing.

4. The Bald & The Beautiful

An unlikely friendship is formed when Mariah advises Cardi to make things right with Self. Rich is
hit with an unpleasant surprise from his daughter's mother. Cisco finds himself in a predicament at
BBOD's singles release party.

5. Endings & Beginnings

Yandy learns the fate of Mendeecees legal case. Mariah receives devastating news about a family
member. Cardi B and Bianca take etiquette training. Amina reveals the fate of her pregnancy, and
Lexxy threatens to leave BBOD for good.

6. Fallout
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Self faces new temptations despite his efforts to win back Yorma. Peter and Amina try to move
forward as a couple. Tara makes a shocking admission. Remy Ma helps Rah Ali with a fashion
show but the the event ends in a quarrel.

7. Ups & Downs

Remy attempts to reconcile with her family before the wedding day. Peter and Amina finally get
their marriage back on track, but Tara has stunning news for Peter. Moe focuses on her solo
career, but runs into a familiar foe at Yandy's studio session.

8. The Long Game

Peter makes a shocking admission to Amina. Yandy gives Bianca an ultimatum. Cardi B talks
marriage. The future of the Creep Squad is in jeopardy when Rich and Cisco spar over
MariahLynn.

9. Love & War

The fate of the creep squad hangs in the balance when Cisco and Rich come face to face. Rah Ali
turns salty after Remy Ma enlists someone new to help plan her wedding. When Yorma discovers
another Self indiscretion, she pops up and pops off.

10. Showcase Showdown

Gwinin Fest XL brings all of the young female MCs together to battle for the top spot, but things
get personal when MariahLynn exposes Moe's skeletons, and Rah Ali takes her issues with Yandy
to the next level.

11. The Wait Is Over

The winner of Gwinin Fest XL is announced. Remy Ma must make peace between Yandy and
Rah Ali in time for her wedding. Tara makes a decision about her future with Peter. Mendeecees
attempts to get his family on the same page after receiving devastating news.

12. Love Conquers All

Remy Ma's wedding day has arrived, but delays and family issues could put a halt to the
ceremony. Rah Ali and Papoose air out their issues. Peter and Amina's relationship hangs in the
balance after a shocking revelation. Yandy and Mendeecees cherish their final moments together.


